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ABSTRACT

We analyze a new mechanism for the creation and confinement of energetic electrons in a mirror-configuration plasma. A Fermi–Ulam-type
process, driven by end-localized coherent electrostatic oscillations, provides axial acceleration, while a natural non-adiabaticity of l provides
phase decorrelation and energy isotropization. This novel 2D combination causes the electron energy distribution function, calculated with a
diffusive-loss model, to assume a Maxwellian shape with the l non-adiabaticity, reducing loss-cone escape and annulling the absolute-barrier
energy-limiting Chirikov criterion of lower dimensional models. The theoretical predictions are compared with data from an experiment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Charged particle confinement in axisymmetric mirror
machines is often justified by the assumption of magnetic moment,
l, conservation. This leads to the concept of the mirror loss cone
in which the ratio of the energy parallel to the magnetic field, B, to
that perpendicular plays the decisive role. As this ratio drops, par-
ticle loss disappears at a critical value. It is for this reason that
plasma heating in the B-perpendicular direction, as by electron
cyclotron resonance, is chosen for mirror machines.

In this paper, we analyze the opposite situation—with accelera-
tion parallel to B—and show that particles can be heated to high
energies and well confined even if particle collisions, turbulence, or
other common velocity-isotropization processes are not present. An
essential contributor to the heating process which we describe is the
lack of l conservation as particles traverse the mirror midplane.1–6

The combination of energy and axial oscillation phase, and l and
gyrophase creates a two-dimensional coupled map.

By itself, Fermi–Ulam-like acceleration via weak electrostatic
oscillations cannot produce a Maxwellian-type electron energy dis-
tribution function, EEDF, particularly one that extends to high
energies. B-parallel (axial) electrostatic oscillations increase the
parallel energy only, causing particles to migrate into the loss cone.
If the initial perpendicular energy were very high, the combination
of oscillation amplitude and frequency and mirror-bounce transit

time would limit energy gain via the Chirikov criterion.7,8 We
describe how both these apparent limitations are overcome by the
natural non-adiabaticity of l in mirror machines ascribed to a cen-
trifugal kick near the mirror’s axial midplane by the particle’s axial
velocity and mirror’s radial field.9

Section II briefly summarizes some experimental results, with the
rest available in a more detailed earlier paper.10 Section III contains
the relevant characteristics of the Fermi–Ulam map. Section IV
describes ways to create weak electrostatic oscillations near the
mirror throats. This localization contributes to the similarity with
Fermi–Ulam acceleration. Section V describes a particle’s energy gain
when it passes through an electrostatic oscillation. Section VI describes
a particle’s long-time history from several such transits. We show that
periodic forcing alone would not allow particles to traverse the
Fermi–Ulam phase-space separatrix. Section VII describes magnetic
moment (l) quasiadiabaticity in a magnetic mirror. Section VIII
shows that l quasiadiabaticity is sufficient to allow particles to circum-
vent the phase-space barriers of the Fermi–Ulam map. This section
also discusses the lower limits for particle energy for which the neces-
sary l-non-conservation will occur, which set the lower threshold of
initial electron energy for further electron heating. Section IX describes
the EEDF that results from Fermi–Ulam acceleration and decorrela-
tion born of l quasiadiabaticity. Section X compares experimental
results with this model.
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II. OVERVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This paper primarily reports on a proposed basic phenomenon,
not the experimental results that validate it. However, here we summa-
rize the experimental results which were reported in our earlier
paper.10 In that paper, EEDFs that correspond to effective tempera-
tures of Teff > 3 keV are measured via x-ray Bremsstrahlung emission,
with long tails indicating electrons with at least 25 keV of energy. For
the origin of these electrons, which are born at �300 eV of ion-
induced secondary electron emission from an RF sheath, see an earlier
paper.11

The measurements were recorded from the PFRC-2 device,
which was operated as a tandem mirror. In this mode, plasma is cre-
ated in one of the end cells, the Source End Cell (SEC), by roughly
200W of capacitively coupled RF power from a double-saddle antenna
wrapped around a Pyrex tube. The frequency of this RF source is
27MHz. The plasma passes through a magnetic nozzle into the
88-cm-long Center Cell (CC) with central magnetic field of 60–300G
and a mirror ratio of 10–40. This is where high-energy x-rays are
recorded. The plasma passes through another magnetic nozzle into
the Far End Cell (FEC), where it is terminated on a tantalum paddle,
to minimize sputtering. The fill gas is typically hydrogen, at pressures
of �0:3 mTorr in the SEC, �0:15 mTorr in the CC, and �0:01
mTorr in the FEC.

The mechanism described here is based on an electrostatic oscil-
lation at approximately 200MHz localized to the FEC-side nozzle of
the CC, caused by a two-stream instability. This has not been exten-
sively characterized experimentally, but an emissive probe placed in
that nozzle did measure an oscillating potential at this frequency and
at amplitude relevant to cause the acceleration described here. These
measurements do not prove that the fluctuation is purely electrostatic,
but they prove that it has an electrostatic component. The presumed
monoenergetic beam entering from the FEC was not measured, but
the plasma potential of the FEC was measured to be �600V more
negative than that of the CC, so any electrons born of ionization in the
FEC will become energized to this value when they pass into the CC.

III. THE FERMI–ULAM MAP

The original second-order Fermi acceleration12 mechanism pro-
duces a power-law EEDF, f ðEÞ / E�r . The Fermi–Ulam map consid-
ers a one-dimensional version of this process in which a particle
bounces between two rigid fixed walls, one with an artificial sinusoi-
dally varying velocity.13 Instead of producing a power-law distribution,
the Fermi–Ulam map shows numerous adiabatic and one absolute
barrier in phase-space, the latter leading to a finite-energy truncation
of the EEDF.7

The Fermi–Ulam map can be reduced to the standard
(Chirikov–Taylor) map,14–16

pnþ1 ¼ pn þ K sinðhnÞ; (1)

hnþ1 ¼ hn þ pnþ1; (2)

where K is the stochasticity parameter and p; h are dimensionless
degrees-of-freedom of the map. In the Fermi–Ulam case, p and h cor-
respond to the transit time and the oscillation phase of each bounce.

The existence of a stochastic sea in the standard map can be eval-
uated by the Chirikov criterion, the change in oscillation phase upon
return to the oscillating wall due to the velocity increment imparted by
the previous impact on the moving wall. If this value is larger than 1

rad of the wall’s oscillation period, a stochastic sea exists and a particle
is free to gain energy. If this value is less than 1 rad, particle orbits in
phase space are quasi-periodic and the particle’s energy is limited to a
narrow region around its initial energy.8

In the Fermi–Ulam map, K is a decreasing function of velocity
because; as the velocity increases, the transit time of a particle
decreases. Hence, the oscillating wall has less time to change phase
given a velocity increment. This means that a stochastic sea exists at
low velocity, but at a critical higher velocity, a separatrix exists and a
particle cannot gain velocity above this value. This critical velocity is a
function of the length between the walls and the strength and fre-
quency of the forcing.

Multiple alterations to the Fermi–Ulam map are known to
destroy this separatrix. Some are as follows: changing the sinusoidal
forcing model to a sawtooth;15 changing the return-time function of
velocity to one that is increasing rather than decreasing, e.g., if the par-
ticle returned under gravity;15 and adding a random perturbation to
the oscillation phase at each bounce.14 In general, the addition of
dimensions to the dynamics destroys separatrices.17

IV. LOCALIZED Bk ELECTROSTATIC OSCILLATIONS:
APPLIED VS SPONTANEOUS

For Fermi acceleration to energize particles parallel to B in a mir-
ror machine, a method to impart velocity increments must be
employed. One method is to make localized coherent electrostatic
oscillations by placing near the mirror-machine throats a pair of
closely spaced, parallel, transparent metal grids with their surface nor-
mals parallel to B. These can be driven with voltage waveform shapes
of controllable amplitudes and frequencies.

A spontaneous method invokes the 2-stream-instability mecha-
nism suggested in a previous paper10 to explain experimental results in
the PFRC-2 device. In that experiment, measurements in one end cell
of the mirror, the Far End Cell (FEC), showed a strongly negative
plasma potential, typically �600V, while that in the mirror’s central
mirror cell (CC) was near ground. This voltage drop accelerated a
beam of nearly mono-energetic electrons from the FEC plasma into
the CC. As described in Sec. VIII, this beam-plasma system is expected
to be unstable to longitudinal electrostatic modes. Such modes have
been observed in double-layer experiments and attributed to a sponta-
neous beam-plasma 2-stream mechanism.18 Probes in the PFRC-2
device detected electrostatic oscillations near a mirror throat in a fre-
quency range (100–200MHz) and of amplitude (50–150V/cm), con-
sistent with the 2-stream model.19

V. ENERGY GAIN FROM A LOCALIZED ELECTROSTATIC
FLUCTUATION

This section describes two physical situations: An “oscillating
wall” case and a “fixed wall with oscillation” case. The oscillating wall
case is that a particle gains or loses energy by bouncing off of a moving
potential barrier. The oscillating wall case is commonly considered in
the literature.

The fixed wall with oscillation case is that a particle gains or loses
energy by bouncing off of a fixed potential barrier, with a smaller oscil-
lating potential superimposed. The fixed wall with oscillation case has
some important differences with the oscillating wall case, and more
accurately represents the process occurring in PFRC-2. The fixed wall
is the static magnetic mirror potential, and the oscillating potential is
an electrostatic oscillation that occurs near the mirror nozzle.
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Consider the following two soft-wall effective potentials, Eqs. (3)
and (4).

Equation (3) represents the oscillating wall case, in which a
potential barrier (Uwall) is oscillating axially. Equation (3) can be
shown to reduce to the Fermi–Ulammap in certain limits,

Uwallðx; tÞ ¼ E0e
�ðx�

Ð
vwdtÞ=xc ; (3)

where vwðtÞ ¼ vw;0 sin ðxtÞ is the oscillation “velocity” of the wall,
vw;0 is the pre-factor of the velocity, x is the wall’s oscillation fre-
quency, and xc is the characteristic distance of the soft-wall potential
fall. x¼ 0 is the reflection location at the particle’s initial energy, E0.

Equation (4) is the fixed wall with oscillation case, in which the
particle bounces back from a stationary potential barrier with a small
oscillating potential superimposed,

Upertðx; tÞ ¼ E0e
�x=xc þ E1e

ðx�
Ð

vwdtÞ=xc : (4)

The first RHS term of Upert corresponds to a static confining
potential, such as created by a mirror’s throat. The second term is a
small added moving electrostatic perturbation of strength E1. In this
analysis, we assume E1=E0 � 1.

A particle incident on these potentials from the right (þx) with
some velocity vp will bounce back. It may gain or lose energy depend-
ing on the oscillation phase. This energy can be computed in the limit
1=x� tr , where tr ¼ xc=vp is the approximate interaction time of
the particle with the ramp. The maximum energy gain with which a
particle bounces back from an oscillating wall [Eq. (3)] is

DEwall ¼ 4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
2
mev2w

r ffiffiffiffiffi
E0
p

: (5)

In the further limit that tt � 1=x, where tt ¼ L=vp, the approxi-
mate transit time between the ramps, Eq. (5), reduces to the Fermi–
Ulammap.

In contrast, the fixed wall with oscillation [Eq. (4)] in the same
limit yields a maximum energy gain of

DEperturb ¼ 4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
2
mev2w

r
E1ffiffiffiffiffi
E0
p ; (6)

a result clearly different than Eq. (5). For the oscillating wall case [Eq.
(5)], the particle gains more energy from the bounce when it is inci-
dent with more energy. In contrast, for the fixed wall with oscillation
case [Eq. (6)], the particle gains less energy from the bounce when it is
incident with more energy. This can be thought of in the following
way: higher-energy particles spend less time in the area of interaction
than lower-energy particles, and hence their energy changes less.

Equations (3) and (5) are included for comparison to the
Fermi–Ulam map. For the PFRC-2 experiments described, the case
represented by Eqs. (4) and (6) is expected to be closer to the physical
situation.

VI. THE ENERGY TRAJECTORY RESULTANT FROM
MANY SUCH BOUNCES

In the last section, Sec. V, we analyzed the effect of a single
bounce on the energy of a particle. In this section, we analyze the effect
of many successive bounces on the energy of a particle.

Essential to this analysis is the transit time of the particle, tt. After
a particle bounces off of the mirror nozzle, a time tt elapses before the
particle is once again incident on that nozzle. tt can be computed,

ttðE; lÞ ¼ 4
ðzl
0

dzffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2E=m� 2lBðzÞ=m

p ; (7)

where zl is the turning point of the particle at the mirror nozzle, z is
the axial distance, E is the particle’s energy, m is the particle’s mass, l
is the particle’s magnetic moment, and B(z) is the strength of the mag-
netic field at axial point z.

The long-time trajectory of the particle in energy can be shown
to reduce to the standard map, repeated here from Eqs. (1) and (2),

pnþ1 ¼ pn þ K sin ðhnÞ;
hnþ1 ¼ hn þ pnþ1;

where pn is the product of the transit time of the particle and the
potential oscillation frequency xtt on the nth bounce. hn is the oscilla-
tion phase of the potential on the nth bounce. K is a parameter related
to the magnitude of the energy increments that occur during a
bounce,

K ¼ @EpDE: (8)

In words, K is the amount that the increment in energy is able to
change the potential oscillation phase when the particle is next inci-
dent on the oscillating potential region.

We may use the magnitude of K to determine whether it is possi-
ble for a particle to gain energy up to and beyond 30 keV, as is mea-
sured in the PFRC-2.10 The criterion K> 1 is called the Chirikov
criterion.8

If K> 1, chaos exists in the 1D map and particle energies are free
to diffuse (gain energy without limit). If K< 1, phase space separatri-
ces exist in the 1D map and particles’ energies are kept in quasiperi-
odic orbits in the vicinity of the original particle energy. If a region for
which K< 1 abuts a region for which K> 1, a particle from the K< 1
region may diffuse in energy up to the critical energy which separates
the regions, but no farther.

Figure 1 shows three cases to illustrate this point: K¼ 0.9 in
which particles are contained to a narrow region; K¼ 1.1 in which
particles diffuse freely; and K¼ 1.3 in which particles diffuse very
quickly. In Sec. VIII, we shall show that K � 0:1 for electrons of the
relevant energy of 3 keV in the PFRC-2. Therefore, there must be
some other phenomenon which allows PFRC-2 particles to cross the
purported separatrices between different energies. In Sec. VIII, we will
show that, whether or not it is the only such phenomenon, the non-
adiabaticity of l is a sufficient phenomenon to allow this.

VII. THE QUASIADIABATIC BEHAVIOR OF ELECTRONS
IN THE PFRC-2

It does not take extreme field curvature or a magnetic null to pro-
duce large changes in l, a fact known since the 1950s1,2 and signifi-
cantly explored since. Publications describe both the action of a single
pass into a non-adiabatic region5,8,20 and the compounded effect of
many such passes.3,4,8 The name “quasiadiabaticity” is given to the
case that particles’ l are well-conserved for the majority of their trajec-
tories, but pass through specific regions where their l undergo a dis-
crete change in value.4
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A keV electron in the PFRC-2, simply following its ballistic tra-
jectory collisionlessly, i.e., without particle-particle collisions, and start-
ing marginally trapped at a medium radius, 6mm at the nozzle, may
readily gain or lose 50% of its l. Figure 2 shows such behavior for a
5.4 keV electron. Calculated l changes well reproduce the approximate
formula of Hastie, Taylor, and Hobbs.5 It is worth noting that the tra-
ditional adiabatic parameter, � ¼ qrB=B, is small, ca. 0.01, and that
the true adiabatic parameter includes contributions from the parallel
velocity and the second derivative of the curvature of the magnetic
field lines.

We have formulated our own approximate model for the
jumps in magnetic moment. We have verified via the Boris algo-
rithm that it provides similar accuracy to that of Hastie, Taylor,
and Hobbs for the energy ranges and apparatus considered here.19

We include this approximation for understanding of its approxi-
mate parametric dependence. The magnitude of the l-jumps is
approximately

Dl �
mv?;0vjj;0z0

ffiffiffi
p
p

B0Rc;0
e
�

z2
0
X2

4v2
jj;0 sinw0; (9)

z�20 ¼ z�2Rc
þ z�2B ; (10)

z�2Rc
¼
@2z;zRc

2Rc;0
; (11)

z�2B ¼
@2z;zB

2B0
; (12)

where Dl is the magnitude of the change in magnetic moment, quan-
tities with the 0 subscript Q0 are that quantity at the midplane, m is
the electron mass, vjj;? are the electron parellel and perpendicular
velocity, respectively, Rc is the radius of curvature of the magnetic field,
B is the magnetic field amplitude, X is the electron cyclotron frequency
at the midplane, and w is the electron gyrophase. Note that the rate of
change of the radius of curvature (zRc ) is just as important as the
radius of curvature itself.

This change in l is dependent on the gyrophase at the midplane.
Similarly to the oscillation phase 1D map mentioned in Sec. VI, the l
of a particle also follows a 1D map which reduces to the standard map,
but with different definitions for ðp; hÞ in Eqs. (1) and (2). The theory
of multiple l non-adiabatic changes is what gives the standard map its
original name, the Chirikov map.8

In Sec. VI, to determine the long-time behavior of the energy E,
we started by determining the difference in the potential oscillation
phase between successive increments to the energy, xtt [Eq. (7)]. In
this section, to determine the long-time behavior of l, we start by
determining the difference in the midplane gyrophase between succes-
sive increments to the l,

wnþ1 ¼ wn þ K 0 sin ðznÞ; (13)

znþ1 ¼ zn þ wnþ1; (14)

where zn is the gyrophase when the particle crosses the midplane the
nth time. wn is the difference between gyrophases at successive mid-
plane crossings,

w ¼ 2
e
m

ðzl
0

BðzÞdzffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2E=m� 2lBðzÞ=m

p ; (15)

K 0 ¼ @lwDl; (16)

where Dl is the characteristic increment to l in one transit of the
machine.

A. A note on quasiadiabatic electrons in magnetic
mirror machines

The system defined by Eqs. (13)–(15) is worth studying in its
own right. Traditionally, the velocity space of particles in a magnetic
mirror is split into two regions: the loss cone of passing particles, for

FIG. 1. Plots of p; h points produced by applying Eqs. (1) and (2) to 20 points origi-
nating at evenly spaced h values and p¼ 10. K¼ 0.9, 1.1, and 1.3. Color
describes the initial h of the point. 2000 time steps were performed.

FIG. 2. Boris-algorithm numerically calculated trajectory of a single electron in the
PFRC-2. Top: the electron’s trajectory in space superimposed over the mirror
geometry. Bottom: l vs time. The 5.4 keV electron starts in the mirror throat, mar-
ginally trapped and at 4-mm radius. In its ballistic trajectory, this electron gains 30%
of its initial l on crossing the z¼ 0 midplane.
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which l < lp, and the region of trapped particles, for which l > lp.
A close examination of these equations reveals that there are actually
three regions of velocity space. Another critical value, lc, defined as
that l for which K 0 ¼ 1, divides the adiabatically trapped region into
two regions. l > lc is trapped as before; however, lp < l < lc is an
interesting region in which particles’ l is free to diffuse. The particles’
l may diffuse as high as lc and as low as lp. The particles’ l cannot
diffuse higher than lc. If the particle’s l diffuses lower than lp, the
particle will be lost on the next bounce.

Because particles with l < lc may leave the mirror without colli-
sion, this region can be thought of as an extended loss cone, which
takes several bounces to leave. To test this behavior, we have con-
ducted two Boris-algorithm ensemble simulations, one at a larger l
than the observed lc and one at a smaller l than the observed lc, see
Fig. 3. These are 3.6 keV particles, for which lp � 1:61� 104 eV/T in
this mirror, at a radius for which their lc is predicted to be equal to
10:7lp � 1:73� 105 eV/T. As depicted in Fig. 3, the smaller l ensem-
ble does exhibit an upper boundary l beyond which it cannot diffuse.
The observed lc is close to 8:8lp � 1:42� 105 eV/T. This discrep-
ancy may be due to the inexact nature of the Hastie, Taylor, and
Hobbs formula.

Interestingly, it appears that there are always particles with
lp < l < lc, no matter how strong and smooth the magnetic field.
Observe that, at lp, the integral in Eq. (15) diverges and K 0 ! 1.
Thus, there is always some lc > lp for which K 0 ¼ 1, even though
this region may be extremely narrow.

For the case of the PFRC-2, it is likely that nearly 100% of the
particles accelerated by the electrostatic potential have lp < l < lc.
This is because these particles begin in the SEC, and so when they
enter the CC they are by definition passing. Only those particles whose
l diffuse into lp < l < lc persist for an appreciable time (many
bounces).

VIII. THE COUPLED MAP OF E; h;l; z

In Sec. VI, we established that an electrostatic oscillation near
one nozzle with the amplitude measured could not heat particles to
the 30þ keV measured in the PFRC-2. However, Eq. (8) assumes per-
fect adiabaticity of l. In Sec. VII, we found that the l of these particles
is extremely mobile. This chaotic l behavior may be used to explain
how the Fermi-accelerating electrons may circumvent their K< 1 limit
and become heated to very high energies.

By using the formula of Hastie, Taylor, and Hobbs and Eq. (7),
we may evaluate an equivalent Chirikov parameter for the effect of l
on potential oscillation phase,

R ¼ @lpDl; (17)

where p is the difference in potential oscillation phase between succes-
sive mirror bounces, xtt , where tt is defined in Eq. (7). x � 2p
�200MHz is the angular frequency of the oscillation (the choice of
200MHz is described in Sec. X), and Dl is evaluated using the formu-
las of Hastie, Taylor, and Hobbs. For the PFRC-2 magnetic field and
3 keV electrons starting at a medium radius, R is numerically evaluated
to be�0:1, of the same order as K.

As the increment in l is dependent on gyrophase w and the
increment in E is dependent on oscillation phase h, the increment in h
due to l can be modeled as a coupling between two Chirikov maps, (p,
h) and (w, z),

pnþ1 ¼ pn þ K sinðhnÞ þ R sinðznÞ; (18)

hnþ1 ¼ hn þ pnþ1; (19)

wnþ1 ¼ wn þ K 0 sin ðznÞ; (20)

znþ1 ¼ zn þ wnþ1; (21)

where, recalling from Secs. VI and VII, hn is the oscillation phase of
the electrostatic oscillation when the particle is incident on the oscillat-
ing region for the nth time, pn is the transit time of the particle multi-
plied by omega on the nth bounce (the number of oscillation periods
that elapse), zn is the gyrophase of the particle at the midplane on its
nth transit, and wn is the integral of the transit time multiplied by the
local gyrofrequency (the number of gyroperiods that elapse) over the
nth transit of the machine.

Typical values of K;K 0 for hot electrons in the PFRC-2 are
K � 0:1, per Sec. VI, and 1 < K 0 <1, per Sec. VII. In later para-
graphs, we use K 0 ¼ 2:5 for illustration purposes. In the case of
uncoupled maps (R¼ 0), these K values would imply the (p; h) map is
stable, while the (w, z) map is unstable. The coupling appears as the
last term in Eq. (18) and was chosen to be unidirectional from (w, z)
! (p; h) since the (w, z) map exhibits chaos without the need for cou-
pling. It is this coupling term that is responsible for producing and
destroying separatrices in the (p; h) map.

To verify this, we performed numerical iteration of the coupled
map defined by Eqs. (18)–(21). Results for the (p; h) map are plotted
in Fig. 4. The case that R¼ 0.1 shows diffusion beyond the quasiperi-
odic initial orbits, and the case that R¼ 1 shows much faster diffusion.
Thus, while the Chirikov criterion alone indicates that electron energy
is constrained to vary only within a narrow band around the initial
energy for small K, the natural, collisionless changes in l in the PFRC-
2 are sufficient to allow diffusion.

l changes must be greater than �10% to markedly enhance
energy diffusivity. The Hastie, Taylor, and Hobbs formula prediction

FIG. 3. Boris-algorithm simulations of l trajectories for two particle ensembles in
the PFRC-2. One 32-particle ensemble was initialized with l ¼ 10lp and the other
with 6lp. A boundary is apparent between l trajectories of the two ensembles.
Particles with constant l beyond 10 000 ns have been lost. lp � 1:61� 104 eV/T
in this case.
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for the PFRC-2 is that the minimum required energy at Bð0; 0Þ
¼ 60G is about 1 keV. For these parameters, the ratio of the electron
gyroradius to the field curvature, the traditional adiabatic parameter,
at r¼ 8 cm of the PFRC-2 midplane is �0:003. As observed in the
PFRC-2, a low gas pressure, below�0:5 mT, is required for gas excita-
tion and ionization to not act as large drains on the energy gain. In the
PFRC-2, the source of keV electrons is the capacitively coupled plasma
in the Source End Cell (SEC). The EEDF in this SEC plasma satisfies11

the keV requirement, hence the strong dependence of the high energy
x-ray flux, the proxy for high energy electrons, on SEC RF power.

IX. EEDF EVOLUTION EQUATION

In this section, we will assume that the phases of the electrostatic
oscillation each time a particle is incident are decorrelated. As we dis-
cussed in Sec. VIII, the non-adiabaticity of l is sufficient to provide
this decorrelation.

The action of random increments to the energy is diffusive,

@t f ¼ @EDE@Ef ; (22)

where f is the particle distribution function,DE is the energy diffusivity,
DE ¼ hDE2i=tt , tt is the transit time between energy increments, and
@i is the partial derivative with respect to the variable i.

Other effects assumed to be important to shaping the EEDF are
particle loss rate, �f =s, where s is the particle loss time, and energy
loss,�ð@tEÞ@Ef , where @tE is the energy loss rate of a fast electron,

@t f ¼ @EDE@Ef � ð@tEÞ@Ef � f =s: (23)

Effects that might contribute to the middle term include (gas)
ionization or excitation and x-ray emission. In steady state and far in
energy from any sources of particles, the Green’s function solution to
this equation is

f / e�Teff ; (24)

where

Teff ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DEsþ

1
4
ð@tEsÞ2

r
þ 1
2
@tEs: (25)

In the limit that @tEs�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DEs
p

, expected at low gas pressure,
plugging in the definition of DE yields

Teff ¼ DE
ffiffiffi
s
tt

r
þ 1
2
@tEs: (26)

X. COMPARISON WITH AN EXPERIMENT

Pulsed, high power (104 � 1010 W) electron beams injected into
magnetic mirrors have been used to create microsecond-duration high
temperature (>10keV), high density (>1013 cm�3) plasmas, relevant
to beam-plasma interaction,21–23 electrostatic turbulence,24–26 atomic
physics processes,27 and nuclear fusion.28–30 These plasmas are gener-
ally observed to have Maxwellian electron energy distribution functions
(EEDF) and turbulent electrostatic wave spectra. The accepted mecha-
nism for electron heating is turbulent electrostatic heating along the
beam column.

In contrast, in recent studies,10,11 the PFRC-2 device was run as a
steady-state magnetic mirror. Plasma was formed and heated by
50–500W of capacitively coupled RF power. Run in this mode, the
PFRC-2 has more in common with a low-temperature plasma appara-
tus than with the high-power electron-beam heating experiments.
Even so, a “hot” minority component having ne � 3� 107cm�3 and
Te � 3 keV was observed in the PFRC-2 central cell (CC). Based on x-
ray measurements, some electrons had energies exceeding 30 keV.

A previous paper reported on the measurement in the PFRC-2
SEC of a warm minority component having ne � 3� 108cm�3 and
Te � 300 eV.11 That paper also described a near-kV potential differ-
ence between the far end cell, FEC (negative), and the CC (near
ground), considerably higher than commonly found in double layer
devices.31 That potential spontaneously generates a nearly monoener-
getic beam of electrons that propagates from the FEC into the CC.

The parameters of this beam are proper to generate a two-stream
instability, creating electrostatic oscillations that are localized in the CC
near the FEC. The amplitude of these oscillations, measured to be near 50
V, is two orders-of-magnitude lower than the turbulent electrostatic waves
in the aforementioned energetic-beam mirror discharges. Moreover, their
spectra are sinusoids and harmonics thereof. Nonetheless, in Ref. 10, we
reported on measurements of a minority hot component with a near-
Maxwellian EEDF and attributed this population to the low amplitude
coherent oscillations. The low value of all potentials (the DC space poten-
tials and the electrostatic oscillations) is very low compared to the 10’s of
keV electron energies. This, plus the Maxwellian-like shape of the EEDF,
necessitated our consideration of a different mechanism of electron heat-
ing. In Ref. 10 we presented a heuristic model based on a modified multi-
dimensional Fermi–Ulam acceleration process. Herein, we use the meth-
ods described in Secs. IV–IX to explain the experimental results.

For specificity to the beam-plasma 2-stream instability question,
we choose to evaluate the measurement-informed case10 that the
beam electrons have ne ¼ 3:5� 107=cm3; a 300 eV drift energy, and
an effective temperature of 5 eV. This electron velocity distribution
function, EVDF, is depicted in Fig. 5.

We numerically evaluated the Nyquist theorem criterion for elec-
trostatic mode stability and found this EVDF to be unstable.32 In the

FIG. 4. Plots of p; h from the coupled map defined by Eqs. (18)–(21). Each plot is
for K¼ 0.1, K 0 ¼ 2:5. From left to right, these plots have R ¼ 0:01; 0:1; and 1.
1600 time steps. 400 points, evenly spaced in h, were initialized at p¼ 15. The
color of the points corresponds to the initial h values.
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inverse Landau damping limit, the instability condition f 0ðvÞ > 0 is
also clearly satisfied.

The expected saturation amplitude of this oscillation is calculable
from a kinetic model.33 This model roughly agrees with the inverse
Landau damping limit of the saturation condition that f 0ðvÞ is
nowhere positive.

By taking the EVDF of the warm electrons as linear around the
velocity of the entering beam electrons, we may derive an approximate
equation for the amplitude of the oscillation,

eVpkpk � Twarm
1
2
nbeam
nwarm

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pTwarm

Ebeam

r
e
Ebeam
Twarm ; (27)

where Vpkpk is the peak-to-peak saturation voltage of the oscillation,
Twarm and nwarm are the temperature and density of the warm elec-
trons, and Ebeam and nbeam are the drift energy and density of the
beam electrons. We expect our specific warm-beam plasma system to
saturate at 50Vpkpk according to Eq. (27). This is consistent with the
measurement made in Ref. 10.

The measured spectrum of electrostatic oscillations showed a
broad peak around 200MHz, close to the plasma frequency of the
warm population, but it is also close to the cyclotron frequency of elec-
trons at the measured point. Magnetic oscillations were shown to be
absent at levels above 0.1G, that is, the measured signal is purely elec-
trostatic. Nevertheless, the precise nature of the instability is not yet
understood.34

Expanding Eq. (26) using the definition of DEvia Eq. (6),

Teff ¼ 4e~V

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ebeam
E

r ffiffiffi
s
tt

r
þ 1
2
@tEs: (28)

Evaluating Teff at an example energy of 3 keV, we find that the
oscillation amplitude, ~V ¼ 25V, Ebeam¼ 300 eV, E¼ 3 keV, and
sð3 keVÞ, was measured to be 150 ls in our earlier paper,10 ttð3 keVÞ
¼ 25 ns is calculable from the dimensions of the machine, and @tE
¼ �8:4� 106 eV/s is calculable from the NIST ionization cross
sections.35 This produces a Teff¼ 1.8 keV, close to the measured value.

Moreover, evaluating K for the measured forcing of the
PFRC-2 is possible. Recall from Sec. VIII that a ¼ ttx; x
� 2p� 200MHz, and transit time tt is defined in Eq. (7), which
can be substituted into Eq. (8) to obtain K. The measured forcing
in the PFRC-2 yields K � 0:1, insufficient to allow energy diffu-
sion, supporting our claim that non-conservation of l is the cause
of the needed de-correlation.

In our earlier paper, we verified the expected dependence on ~V by
increasing the neutral gas density in the FEC and so increasing beam cur-
rent.10 The expected linear relationship between ~V and Teffwas measured.

We also verified the expected dependence on s by increasing the
neutral gas density in the CC, increasing collision-induced particle loss.
Agreement was again obtained between the measured Teff and the mea-
sured s.

Because of the agreement between Eq. (28) and the measured
temperatures in our earlier paper, we propose the diffusion of particle
energy under the influence of a spontaneous two-stream electrostatic
instability as the mechanism for accelerating electrons to the high tem-
peratures seen in the PFRC-2.

XI. SUMMARY

In this paper, we have described a novel plasma heating pro-
cess which we believe to be heating warm electrons to 3 keV tem-
peratures in the PFRC-2, as measured in an earlier publication.10 It
is Fermi acceleration from a localized, sinusoidal, electrostatic fluc-
tuation. This arises from two-stream instability from a spontane-
ously generated beam, caused by ionization downstream of a
potential drop. We have given a simple model for the amplitude of
the oscillation based on the inverse-Landau-limit saturation crite-
rion, f 0ðvÞ < 0. We have shown via a diffusive-loss model that this
localized oscillation, combined with the natural motion of the par-
ticles in the magnetic mirror field, causes the particles to assume a
roughly Maxwellian EEDF with a predicted temperature which
agrees with the measured.

However, periodic forcing alone would not allow acceleration to
the high energies observed in the PFRC-2 due to the existence of
phase-space separatrices in maps which reduce to the standard map.
We have shown a sufficient phenomenon to break this separatrix, the
phase-decorrelation effect of the natural non-adiabatic mobility of the
magnetic moment, l. We showed this by implementing a coupled
map and by a numerical iteration thereof. Finally, we have presented
evidence that this same non-adiabaticity of l could be leading to
another anomalous measurement in the PFRC-2, the high density of
warm particles. We believe this occurs when passing particles equili-
brate with a population of particles which are neither absolutely
trapped nor passing, that exist in a chaotic region around the loss cone
which has previously been described.
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